
KINDRED ESSAY QUESTIONS

How does Dana's perspective on history change through the course of the novel? He also does not seem to see the
realities of slavery as Dana does, because he is white. Kindred is a book by Octavia Butler.

Dana, living in the 20th century, has the ability to manifest these traits much more easily. Her desire for
freedom and justice and self-respect surges, and she is able to truly escape this time, by killing Rufus. Butler
has Kevin stay in the past much longer than Dana. How does it change? Sarah is doing all she can; this is her
form of resistance. How does it compare with that of the novel? How would you reconcile it? Like Dana
plunging a knife into Rufus, the Civil War rips asunder the age-old relationship between master and slave.
Discuss the ways in which the title encapsulates the relationships within the novel. Rushdy writes. It is
violence, finally, that severs that connection. Between her various travels, Dana and her husband Kevin
experience a series of both cruel and eye opening When Tom Weylin whips her for teaching Nigel to read, she
is shocked at the pain. Yet they were also dependent upon their owners. Slavery offers a certain protection, in
a sense. After returning from his years in the nineteenth-century, Kevin had attained "a slight accent" page 
Dana sees that the reality of slavery has become buried in books and movies for modern black people. What
emphasis do we place on our kinship? Choose a specific incident; and determine who holds power over whom
and assess how it affects that situation. Both Kevin and Dana know that they can't change history: "We're in
the middle of history. She works temporary, mentally unsatisfying jobs just to pay her rent and continue
paying for school. How have their experiences affected their relationship to each other and to the world around
them? Are you experiencing academic anxiety? Is it ironic? Without him, she would never be born; with him,
she is born with an inheritance tainted by slavery. Kevin is certainly progressive in many ways. Why is this
significant? Is it ironic? A modern black woman from s Los Angeles, Dana is continuously jerked back
through time to the land of her ancestors: early s Maryland. Page 4 of 4 Discussion Questions 1. Compare
Dana's 'professional' life i. Kevin, in particular, shows her that physical realities shape mental realities.
Questions issued by the publisher. She wonders if this will destroy her own bloodline and thus obviate her
own birth, and she also wonders if his death would be bad for the Weylin slaves. Dana states: "It was that
destructive single-minded love of his. However, he is still a man, and sometimes his ideas about his wife seem
antiquated. Through the example of Alice and her mother, Dana has also seen that being a free slave in the
antebellum South is no guarantee of safety or happiness, either.


